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BurnerScanner is India's leading pocket scanner app. This hot new addition to our ecosystem aims to incorporate an advanced Scanner into your phone. Use BurnerScanner to turn all of your important documents, ID cards, photos, books, etc. into digital copies stored safely on your mobile within seconds.

We allow you to bring your bookshelves and folders onto a secure database so you never have to lose them again. 


 WHAT WE BRING TO THE TABLE: 

BurnerScanner prides itself in being 100% Indian. It is not just made for such proud Indians, which it is, but it also pushes for a self-reliant â€“ or â€œAatmanirbharâ€� â€“ app ecosystem for all Indian smartphone users. This scanning app is a healthy alternative to any foreign creation. 

BurnerScanner has been developed keeping in mind your need for accessibility and portability. That is why the app presents up-front a plethora of features that make your experience as minimal and pleasant as humanly possible.

â€£ ADVANCED PDF SCANNING AND EDITING PROCESS
This free PDF scanner app makes your books, cards, receipts, and everything important accessible at the tap of a finger.

â€£ NEAT ORGANIZATION OF IMPORTANT FILES
Your BurnerScanner Dashboard highlights the essential categories of scans, like documents, identity cards, photos, and QR, that you may need to access at any time.

â€£ EASILY SCAN AADHAR CARD, PAN CARD, DRIVING LICENSE
The ID Card scanner feature can digitize important documents like Aadhar Card, Voter-ID Card, PAN Card, Driving License, School/Office ID Card, Business Card, etc. without any hassle. You can also scan dual-sided cards and bring them on a single page with BurnerScanner.

â€£ BEST PDF SCANNER
BurnerScanner has a separate section for all digital PDF files. Here, you can import any such document and sign, edit, or add text on them. This is also the fastest way to add watermarks to your document.

â€£ EFFICIENT & CLASSY INTERFACE
The app has been developed keeping in mind that a mobile document scanner should be smooth and efficient. We design every feature in a way that makes your time utilization a hundred times smarter.

â€£ HIGHLY OPTIMIZED OCR SCANNER
BurnerScanner's free optical character recognition (OCR) scanner works in a simple, two-step process. It lets you scan and reuse any printed text material. Now make your words digital without any typing.

â€£ QUICK QR CODE SCANNER
The built-in QR scanning feature allows you to see what's hidden in those codes within a moment. You can also import QR code from the Gallery to reveal its contents.

â€£ COMPLETELY SECURE AND FOOL-PROOF DESIGN
On BurnerScanner, your private data is safer than in a bank vault. Everything your store in your dashboard is stored locally and safely.

â€£ INDIVIDUAL SCREEN FOR RECENT FILES
All the documents you create or access are also displayed in the â€˜Recent Listâ€™ section in addition to the category you choose. This boosts your access to the files so that you can get back to them at any time. What's more, this section can transform into a gallery from a list with one button.

â€£ SIMPLE AND ROBUST APP LOCK
Nobody can access your BurnerScanner documents without your permission. Enable or disable the in-built app locker with one click. The app also allows you to set in-app password locks on stored documents.

â€£ ONE-TAP BACKUP
Our doc scanner app brings an option to backup all of your files locally with a single click. This way, you won't lose any important documents from your BurnerScanner Dashboard even when you reinstall the app. Restoring backed-up files to BurnerScanner is also just as easy.

â€£ QUICKLY SHARE SCANNED DOCUMENTS
You can choose between JPEG (image) and PDF (document) formats to send your file. Sharing homework with your teacher or sending a report to colleagues â€“ everything becomes a no-effort task with BurnerScanner.
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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December 24, 2020
The quality of scan is decent. It works for me, but can be improved further. After scanning there's no option to send the scanned document. I had to go to my file manager and locate scanned file to share it. Please provide an option to share scanned documents from within the app. Other than this, there was no option to select location for my scanned documents, it doesn't even show the default location. Again had to go in file manager and search for it. Rest is good.
55 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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September 27, 2020
This is great app developed by Burner Media. But i m giving this a 4 rating because i think some things should be improved -- 1) The picture quality of the photo captured can be improved 2)If an option to capture multiple images at the same time , then crop, color, etc formatting them one by one would be a better sequence according to me. Rather than that, you provide many rare features which i really appreciate...like Sign, Lock . Thank you !
62 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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October 8, 2020
The experience was can't be said satisfactory. After taking picture , it doesn't automatically detect and crop the page just like in cam scanner . Also it doesn't make it like scanned paper, indeed we have to do it. I was waiting for this app for long time as it develped in delhi. Being a delhite, i eagerly waited for it. BTW the other features are good and the UI is better than any app. In hope for some good future changes in the app.
5 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


- Improved overall functioning of the app
- Fixed some stability issues
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